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Bengalis (à¦¬à¦¾à¦™à¦¾à¦²à¦¿), also rendered as the Bengali people, Bangalis and Bangalees, are an
Indo-Aryan ethnic group native to the Bengal region in South Asia, specifically in the eastern part of the
Indian subcontinent, presently divided between Bangladesh and the Indian states of West Bengal, Tripura,
Assam's Barak Valley, who speak Bengali, a language from the Indo-Aryan language family.
Bengalis - Wikipedia
Look up Bengali, bengalese, bengali, or Bengalee in Wiktionary, the free dictionary.
Bengali - Wikipedia
PÃ´hela Boishakh (Bengali New Year) is the first day of the Bengali calendar.It is on 14 April in Bangladesh
and 15 April in other places. The holiday is celebrated in Bangladesh and the Indian state of West Bengal.It is
also celebrated in Bengali communities in the other Indian states like Assam, Tripura, Jharkhand and Orissa
and all over India as well where the Bengali community is.
Pohela Boishakh - Simple English Wikipedia, the free
Using Your Benefits. NJ FamilyCare offers the benefits of quality, low-cost health insurance and peace of
mind knowing that you don't have to worry about unexpected healthcare bills.
NJ FamilyCare - Using Your Benefits.
A fajta tÃ¶rtÃ©nete. Az 1960-as Ã©vekben is mÃ¡r felvetÅ‘dÃ¶tt a bengÃ¡li fajta kialakÃ-tÃ¡sa, amikor egy
kaliforniai tenyÃ©sztÅ‘ egy hÃ¡zi macska kandÃºrt pÃ¡roztatott egy nÅ‘stÃ©ny Ã¡zsiai (bengÃ¡li)
vadmacskÃ¡val. A Kinkin nevÅ± utÃ³dot aztÃ¡n hÃ¡zi macskÃ¡k kÃ¶zÃ¶tt neveltÃ©k fel, majd sajÃ¡t apjÃ¡val
kereszteztÃ©k, ami egyszÃ-nÅ± Ã©s pÃ¶ttyÃ¶s utÃ³dokat eredmÃ©nyezett.
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